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SUMMARY

Statement of the Problem Studied

The combustion of liquid propellants in experimental bulk loaded
liquid propellant gun fixtures has exhibited erratic behavior manifested in
shot-to-shot variability in the observed pressure-time measurements. A
theoretical analysis was undertaken to delineate the physical and chemical

mechanisms responsible for the observed behavior. The analysis is structured
to help understand the controlling parameters and to provide a base of
information relevant to the design and optimization of liquid propellant
guns.

Results

A transient, two-dimensional, multiphase, turbulent reacting flow
model was formulated and implemented for digital computations. This model
accounts for finite rate vaporization and heat release at the liquid-gas
interface and predicts the observed evolution and propagation of the Taylor

cavity through the propellant.

Comparisons between predictions and available data show agreement
with the observed trends in the pressure-time trace. The predicted results

include details of the reacting flow that have not been measured. These
results have provided insights on the relative sensitivity of the combus-
tion process to certain of the physical and chemical mechanisms. Analysis
of these results show that turbulent transport controls the combustion
process during all phases of the combustion process and that chemical
kinetics is most critical to flame initiation which, in turn, affects the

pressure-time characteristics during the remainder of the combustion process.
In addition, preliminary analysis of the effects of droplet formation at
the gas-liquid interface compared with direct liquid-to-gas conversion

shows that the formation and consumption of droplets can result in more

rapid burning and larger amplitude pressure oscillations.

These results are significant because they indicate that the

overall combustion process is strongly dependent upon the way the combustion

process initiates. Therefore, future research should concentrate on three

iv



I main areas- propellant physical properties and their effects on the evolution

of turbulence and droplet formation; propellant reactivity with emphasis 
on

the rate of initiation of decomposition, and the propellant injection

process including an examination of swirl as a means of controlling the

initial flow pattern and mixing rate.
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ANALYSIS OF INTERIOR BALLISTICS PROCESSES

OF BULK LOADED LIQUID PROPELLANT GUNS

SECTION I

INTRODUCT ION

Liquid propellant guns (LPGs) represent a concept in gun design that
offers many advantages over conventional solid propellant weapons. Higher
impulses at lower peak pressures, cooler operation, reduced erosion, improved
propellant management and the elimination of the cartridge are the major
advantages, all of which lead to a light weight, low-volume gun system that is
capable of high muzzle velocities at sustained rates of fire. Certain of
these advantages have been demonstrated in laboratory-type hardware. However,

cases have been reported in which unacceptable pressure-time traces have
occurred. Shot-to-shot variability has been the major concern and the inter-
pretation of pressure-time traces to help understand how to control the proc-
ess has been hampered by the complexity of the liquid propellant combustion

procpss.

The LPG interior ballistics process is unique and can perhaps be
best illustrated by contrasting it with its solid propellant counterpart. In
the case of solid propellants, the burning surface is relatively well defined
and remains so during the firing cycle. With liquid propellants, however, the
liquid itself enters into the fluid dynamic process and because of the accel-

eration of the liquid and the relative velocity between the products of comn-
bustion and the propellant, both Taylor and Helmholtz instabilities can occur.
[1]. These can lead to the important phenomena of cavity and liquid droplet
formation and turbulent mixing. Thus, the burning surface in the LPG is in-
timately coupled to the details of the reacting flowfield as it develops dur-
ing the firing cycle. In fact, the effective burning surface area can be
several orders of magnitude greater than an area based upon the chamber cross-
section. Thus, the process is relatively complex since it involves strong
coupling between fluid dynamic and chemical mechanisms under highly transient,



multiphase flow conditions. In spite of this complexity, preliminary studies

were successful in delineating certain of the mechanisms controlling the in-
terior ballistics process [2). Although the model described in Reference 2

is a global one based upon spatially averaged properties, it nevertheless

showed that the overall combustion process is sensitive to the early-time be-
havior, i.e., the ignition process. Moreover, it was demonstrated that tur-

bulent mixing plays a dominant role in controlling the combustion process at

all stages of the firing cycle.

These studies have suggested that chemical kinetics and possibly

droplet formation and consumption processes at the liquid/gas interface could

play important roles particularly during ignition and the early flame develop-

ment stages. While the model described in Reference 2 has provided some im-

portant insight into the interior ballistics process, it is not a predictive

tool. In fact, like other published models of the LPG interior ballistics

process [3,4], it is based in part on having empirical information available

and in part on preconceived notions; the existence of a "Taylor Cavity" is

assumed a priori. The model described in this report provides an analytical
description of all of the major and chemical processes which occur within

the LPG, and thus it is intended, with suitable development, to be a predic-

tive tool. Chemical kinetics, turbulence, and droplet formation and consump-

tion processes at the liquid/gas interface are all incorporated in the

approach. Although, because of the limited data available, some of the ana-

lytical submodels incorporated in this LPG model must be parameterized, the

approach offers considerable promist for development as a tool to aid in the

interpretation of experimental data on the LPG interior ballistics process.
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SECTION 2
THE NATURE OF THE LPG COMBUSTION PROCESS

Figure 1 depicts the principal phases encountered during a complete

firing cycle. Figure 1(a) shows the injection process that serves to fill the

chamber and seat the projectile while also providing a highly dynamic environ-
ment that creates a level of residual turbulence. Figure 1(b) shows the state

in the propellant at the moment of ignition.

After injection is complete, the projectile is seated and the system
is in the ready-to-fire configuration, Figure 1(b) Immiediately following the
ignition process, a complex fluid dynamic/chemical process initiates. The

energy deposited into the propellant will cause the propellant to heat up,

vaporize, and decompose. The pressure will rise and initiate motion in the
propellant. The motion will include wave propagation and turbulence generated
by Taylor-Helmholz instabilities that arise from the accelerating force acting

across the vapor liquid interface (residual turbulence from the dynamics of the
injection process will also augment the mixing process). The decomposition

process involves the formation of highly reactive intermediates which, upon
reaching a critical level of concentration, will react exothermically and
ultimately form the final products of combustion. The period during which the
1reactive" species are formed is analogous to the classical "ignition delay"
time which is reflected in the pressure trace as a relatively constant, low
pressure regime. This time period, prior to the development of sustained com-
bustion, involves a balance between the rate of energy deposition in the
affected volume of propellant, the rate of formation and exothermic combiy~a-
tion of the "reactive" species and the rate of mixing with fresh propellant.

If no new propellant is added to the initial volume, the reaction will not pro-
ceed. However, if the rate of entrainment of new propellant into the initial
reaction volume is too great, the reaction may also be quenched or critically
delayed until a relatively large volume of highly reactive species combine
explosively. Thus, this early time control of the chemical kinetics and fluid
mechanics is crucial to smooth ignition and development of sustained burning.

3
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Bulk Loaded LPG Firing Cycle.
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Figure 1(c) shows ignition which involves chemical initiation, pres-
sure build-up, jet interaction, the development of a gas bubble and the com-
pression waves associated with the rapidly developing combustion process. As

* the combustion process proceeds, the pressure will tend to rise at a rate de-
pending upon the balance between the rate of energy released due to combustion

* and the rate of volume increase of the gas bubble (or cavity). When the pres-
sure at the base of the projectile is sufficiently high to overcome shot-start,
the projectile will begin to accelerate which augments the rate of increase of

vol ume.

Figure 1(d) shows the developing cavity at an intermediate stage,
i.e., prior to intercepting the base of the projectile. Although asymmetries
have been observed, the cavity tends to propagate down the middle of the cham-
ber because motion in the radial direction is damped by the chamber wall. Fur-
thermore, the cavity tip velocity is higher than the projectile velocity be-
cause its cross-section is smaller than the chamber cross-section and the
relative velocity is required in order to satisfy conservation of mass. As
the cavity develops in this manner, the propellant is deposited on the wall

forming a slow moving layer. The relatively slow motion of the annul us
primarily to its higher density and to its viscosity. A higher relative ve-
locity develops between the propellant and the gas cavity which results in the
entrainment of propellant at a rate proportional to the relative velocity
(commonly referred to as Helmholz mixing). Prior to the penetration of the

* cavity to the base of the projectile, the relative velocity between the annu-
lus and the cavity can be higher than at times following penetration. This is
due to the higher cavity velocity relative to the projectile velocity. If the
burning rate is entrainment-controlled, then once ignition and sustained com-
bustion are achieved, two pressure plateaus can be expected. Since both the
burning rate and the rate of volume increase are proportional to the velocity
then constant pressure burning is possible. Thus, prior to and following
cavity penetration, pressure plateaus can occur: see Figure 1(e). The dura-

tion and relative pressure levels of these plateaus depend upon the relation-
ship between the velocity and burning surface area.

Although the problem represents a complex coupling of multiphase
reacting flow phenomena, the various regimes of flow are qualitatively well
defined. As a consequence, it is possible to view each discrete phase of the

5



firing cycle and then piece together a quantitative description which delin-

eates the mechanisms responsible for many of the experimental observations.

As already cited, several models for bulk loaded LPGs have been

introduced in the past in various attempts to achieve a better understanding

of the interior ballistics process [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, a crucial feature

common to most of these models is that they lack significant predictive capa-
bility. This characteristic can be traced to the assumptions in the model

formulations which, in virtually all cases, include the constraint of either

a zero or one-dimensional spatial variation [5, 6]. This constraint by itself

does not preclude these types of models from providing some insight into the

combustion process but rather limits them from providing information on how to

control the combustion process. For example, ignition and flame propagation
involve radial as well as axial transport and chemical reaction. In addition,

large scale vortical structures can develop due to jetting of the ignition

gases and the shear forces at the gas-liquid interface. The importance of
these processes, their coupling and their relationship to geometric parameters
require that a multidimensional framework be used to examine the problem in

terms of a fundamental view of each of the mechanisms of potential importance
to the combustion process.

6



SECTION 3

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The observations described in the preceeding section have led to the

delineation of a number of mechanisms that are important to the liquid propel-

lant combustion process. These mechanisms include:

e Wave Dynamics

* Turbulent Transport

9 Chemical Kinetics

@ Multiphase Flow

The study of these mechanisms has been carried out within a framework
of fundamental describing equations that include conservation of mass, momen-

tum, energy and chemical species as well as thermal and caloric equations of

state and appropriate initial and boundary conditions. These equations include

descriptions of continuous liquid and gas phases and the dispersed liquid drop

phases. Noting that a control volume differencing approach has been used in

the numerical treatment of these equations it is convenient to express them

here in integral form for a finite difference grid element which may be in

motion with an arbitrary, prescribed velocity u. Denoting the time-varying

volume element by V(t), its surface by S(t) and the outward normal unit vector

n, the governing equations are:

Nd

t) dS + + L (g + (Wg)i (i=lNg) (I)
S(') j=1

7



where Pi is the density of the i th gas species (pi = ip, where a. is the

mass fraction of the i gas species and p is the total density); t is the

grid velocity; u is the gas velocity; is the i gas phase species diffu-

sive mass flux; kW,)i is the i gas species production rate by bulk liquid

consumption; (Wdg)j i is the ith gas species production rate by ith drop' -'th
class consumption; (Wg)i is the net i gas species production rate by gas

phase reactions; N is the number of gas species and Nd is the number of drop

classes.

Conservation of bulk liquid mass

af pt d - p. ( n dSt V(t) S(t)

=n kdS L (lj) Y,(WC) (2)

j=1 j=1

where p; = bulk liquid density, 'u is the bulk liquid velocity; .is the

bulk liquid species molecular and turbulent mass transport; and (WC). is the

thh

jt drop class mass production rate by atomization from the bulk liquid.

Conservation of drop mass (jth drop class)

J t pj dV - j (p j " -* dSat- Mt '(t) -u)

Ng

= -S(t) n*5 j dS + (Wc) -li ($dg) (j=1,Nd) (3)

8



thth d r p e
where p. is the jth drop species density; 

Uj the velocity of the j droplet

class; and j is the th drop species turbulent mass 
transport. Partial and

total mass conservation equations 
can be derived by various combinations 

of

Eqs. (1)-(3).

Conservation of momentum (gas phase)_

ptV~ g ig dV (t) ig (1 "g~) n dT (t)(t

=f_ c p dV t g ndSt) tS

+g +. . g (4

Ng
w p ) _ is the volume fraction occupiedwhere pg is the gas density (pg i= ihe g

by the gas (void fraction); as molecular and turbulent momentum

transport tensor, D is the drag exerted by the j drop class on the gas and

is the liquid velocity at the bulk liquid-gas interface.

Conservation of momentum (bulk liquid)

pq _U P LdV -f P ( U .i) " n

T-t V(t) S(t)

- f(t)€p dV T 9n dS

Ng Nd

-utg - Z 3 (5)
=j= J

9



where c is the volume fraction occupied by the bulk liquid; T. is the shear
stress in the bulk liquid phase; and ld is the liquid velocity at the liquid-

gas interface.

Conservation of drop momentum th class)

a fV PJ j '.dVi s jJ p j  (0 n-dS
at (t) S(t)

F- d S(t) {T nd

Nd N

+E Wc d -U -- (Wdg)j i "j (6)

j=1 i=1

where cj is the volume fraction occupied by the jth drop class; and T. is the
jth drop class turbulent momentum transport tensor.

Conservation of energy (gas phase)

a f Pg eg dV f pg eg (i - n)."dST-t V(t) S(t)

Jv- g g p dV i U g . ) dS-)(t) (t)f M 9

f ei .'1 dS- nt)d
S (t) .=1

(equation 7 continues on the next page)

10



N Nd FN 1 N
+ .= g* +ejr +( dg) + e. . ( qg)" g  - qgd

j=1 i = "1 (7)

where eg, ei, e3, and e are the specific total energies of the gas phase,

1th gas species, j drop class, and bulk liquid, respectively; qg

represents heat transfer by conduction within the gas phase; and qg and qgd

represent interphase heat transfer between the gas phase and the bulk liquid

and drops, respectively.

Conservation of energy (bulk liquid)

4s.
U), p (0 e (-r n) t

~~ e ud, f dV

(t) S(t) x Y.i )

NdS
- e£ n.- dS - n. q, dS

fS(t) E t(t)f

+ L (Qc)j + qgj (8)Li= ( J~g i j=1

where q represents heat transfer by conduction within the bulk liquid

phase.

11



Conservation of drop energy (jh drop class)

uI

t) p e dV-f pj ej d Sa-t S(t)

-It(t) e(t)

e n dS - dS - u~. .

(t) (t)

Ng

(ig- ij)-j - e. 1 j (dg) i +e () + qgd (9)

where qj represents heat transfer by conduction within the jth droplet class,

and we have assumed that frictional drop-gas heating goes to the drops.

The equations governing full non-equilibrium LPG dynamics are com-

pleted by defining appropriate constitutive relations for the within-phase

and interphase transport of mass, energy and momentum, and by incorporating

appropriate equations of state for each of the phases. It should be noted

that the equations have been written in generalized vector form for compact-

ness. When the appropriate conversion is carried out to relate these equa-

tions to an axisymmetric physical coordinate system, equations for axial,

radial, and tangential mass, momentum, and energy transport are obtained.

Thus, the effects of swirl which may exert a significant influence on the

LPG combustion dynamics can be treated within this theoretical framework.

A large subset of Eqs. (1)-(9) is currently incorporated in the

model representing gaseous, bulk liquid, and droplet phases, with the droplet

phase dynamics computed under the assumption of near dynamic equilibrium and

thermal equilibrium between the droplets and the surrounding gas. Because of

12



this assumption, the interphase transport terms representing drag effects on
the droplets and gas phase and thermal energy transport between droplet and

gas phase are implicit in this limit. On the other hand, this limit provides

a useful baseline from which these particular non-equilibrium effects can be

systematically introduced to establish their isolated effects on the combus-

tion process.

The computational technique outlined in Ref. 3 forms the basis for

the numerical solution of the governing equations. This technique utilizes a

staggered grid, which may be moving to aid in establishing boundary conditions
in problems with moving boundaries, and a control volume differencing approach

as is reflected by the integral form in which the conservation equations have

been written. In the current computer model with the near-dynamic and thermal

equilibrium formulation, a quasi-Eulerian framework is used for the solution

of the particle transport equations, as is appropriate when the mean motion of

the particles is essentially the same as that of the gas phase. However, for

the general nonequilibrium case, the use of a Lagrangian approach has been

under investigation.

If dynamic equilibrium is assumed to exist, so that uc = ud = u, and

either thermal equilibrium (Tc = Td = T) is assumed or the droplet phase tem-

perature is specified, so that e. is known, the equations given above can be

written in terms of mixture quantities, yielding:

Conservation of mass:

SpdV- ndS 0 (10)

V(t) S(t)

Conservation of momentum:

pidV - pu(6- ) "ndS + PndS = J ndS
V(t) S(t) St) fst)

where I = d + c'

13



Conservation of energy:

pe dV - PeT(-u) "ndS + (n.i'u)PdS

V(t) t) s(t)

ste uTdS + n (Ee.J. e.j.)dS + f n (q)dS (12)
f I j jt I II

t) (t) t)

Conservation of species (continuous phase):

J aidV - f pFi(t-U) " ndS

Vt) S(t)

= (i)dS+ J Wi] dV + Wdg, (13)

s(t) Vt)

and

Conservation of species (droplet phase):

PI dV - PaJ(U-u) •ndS
v(t) s(t)

= • (Jj)dS + Wi - WJ  (14)
fst)c dg

5#(t)

Species production rates and droplet production rates are needed to define the

appropriate mass fractions, while droplet drag and heat transfer laws must be

defined to determine the effects of the presence of droplets only under full

non-equilibrium conditions.

The initial investigations were carried out without explicitly con-

sidering the presence of droplets. With this further simplifying assumption,

Eqs. 13 and 14 were replaced by:
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pF dV - f PF°( -iU) rdS

V(t) S(t)

= J Wi dV + n i dS (15)
V(t) st)

• ]i = I and Pi P= Pi (16)
i

Any of these systems of equations, Eqs. I through 9, Eqs. 10 through
14, or Eqs. 10 through 12 and Eq. 15 is closed by appending thermal and caloric
equations of state, a turbulence diffusivity prescription and reaction rate
formulations which depend on the reactive system being considered.

Equation sets 10 through 14 and 10 through 12 and 15 have been formu-
lated for solution using an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical technique.
This method uses a finite-difference mesh with grid points which may move with
the fluid (Lagrangian), be held fixed (Eulerian) or be moved in any other pre-
scribed manner [8]. An implicit formulation permitting accurate solutions to
be obtained for flows at all speeds is also incorporated.

To complete this set of equations, initial and boundary conditions
must also be specified. The model has provisions for the selection of arbi-
trary initial and boundary conditions as well as general specifications of the
propellant condition to allow the investigation of a variety of potentially
important effects including ignition strengths, location and type; the presence
of distributed ullage in various degrees as well as generalized geometries.

THE EQUATIONS OF STATE

Thermal and caloric equations of state are required to determine the
local pressure and temperature. For a multi-species fluid, separate equations
of state are required for each species i and may be written in functional form

as follows:

Pi = f i(piTi) thermal

e i = gi(cvi,T i ) caloric
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where Pi. Tis Cvi, and ei are the species density, temperature, specific heat,

and specific internal energy respectively. The specific functional form for

the species under consideration is of considerable interest since no single

equation has yet to be demonstrated most appropriate for LPG work. Thus, in

the model provisions have been made for the inclusion of several equations of

state, the purpose being to provide a means of evaluating sensitivities of the

LPG combustion process to the equation of state.

Currently the liquid thermal equation of state is assumed to take

the form of a modified Gruneisen equation given by

Pz = c2(p -po) + (y,-I)p,,cv (T-To) + P0  (17)

where c, pa p, y , c Cv To, PO are the liquid sound speed, density, ambient

density, ratio of specific heats, specific heat at constant volume, ambient

temperature and ambient pressure, respectively. This equation is advantageous

from the standpoint that it has a simple functional relationship for the pres-

sure and includes the effects of compressibility. Other equations of state for

the bulk liquid have beencveloped through semi-empirical approaches for the

application to high pressure systems and warrant consideration in the future.

For example, Burnett [4] suggests three equations of state applicable to the

regime of interest here.

For the gas phase, thermal equations of state range from the ideal

gas law to virial representations obtained from extrapolations of known gas

behavior in temperature and pressure ranges applicable to the LPG problem.

Currently the model includes provisions for defining the gas phase pressure

in terms of the ideal gas law

Pg = (y -l)p c T (18)

or in terms of a covolume relationship

(yg-I~

Pg = 9)pgCv (19)
(1-s pg)

where 0 is the covolume parameter.
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The ideal gas law is known to be inaccurate for dense gases leaving

the covolume relationship which takes into account the excluded volume of the

compacted molecules as the better representation for the gas phase. However,

this latter approach too has its drawbacks, the most serious of which is the

paucity of data at higher temperatures required to establish the value of the

covolume parameter. In addition to the two representations above, virial rela-

tionships for the dense gas pressure are also being considered. Recent studies

[9] have demonstrated, for example, that for aqueous mixtures of the type con-

sidered here it is important to include the effects of the dipole water mole-

cule in the determination of the gas pressure and this may be accomplished if

virial relationships, which have been defined for the temperature and pressure

ranges of interest here, are included.

The application of any of these equations of state is straightforward

for volumes containing either liquid or gas. However, for cell volumes which

contain both liquid and gas, additional relationships must be included to deter-

mine the pressure. If phase equilibrium is assumed then species pressure

equilibrium can be imposed

P = pt = P (20)

and under the further stipulation that mass and volume must be conserved, an iter-

ative technique is used in which the species specific volumes are adjusted in such

a manner as to conserve mass and volume until pressure equality is obtained.

Liquid-Gas Interactions

The development of the Taylor cavity creates a liquid-gas interface

that is subjected to destabilizing accelerations and shear stresses. The

transition from an organized motion including large scale coherent vortical

structures to random, or turbulent, motion can be traced to the growth of dis-

turbances on the interface. However, early attempts to apply linear instabil-

ity theory to the LPG combustion process [1] proved to be inadequate in explain-

ing the high burning rates observed in LPG firings. Comer demonstrated that

the linearity assumption is violated long in advance of the development of the

surface area required to account for the high burning rates. In fact, it was

shown that non-linear effects become important in times approaching one order

of magnitude less than typical burn times, which range from approximately 1
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to 5 msec. The results of these studies suggest that fully developed turbulent

mixing is an appropriate assumption for the bulk of the LPG firing cycle.

Liquid propellant gun researchers, most notably Comner, adopted an approach
based upon an extension of the Helmholtz instability mechanism applicable to

the non-linear regime [10-12]. The latter studies involved the development of

a semi-empirical relationship for the rate of entrainment of liquid into a gas
flowing parallel to the contact surface; viz.,

r = Y w Au (21)

where ' is the "linear regression rate" of the liquid surface, y is the so-

called Helmholtz "wiping" coefficient, and Au is the relative velocity between

the liquid and gas.

The problem with this approach is that the values of yw that are

derived using Eq. 21 in the interpretation of available LPG firing data are

quite small in comparison with those reported for liquid/gas mixing. In this

regard it is important to note that Corner [1] required the use of the smallest
reported value of y., 0.04, in order to explain his data. Corner's small value

of yw can, however, be explained in terms of more classical gas-gas turbulent

mixing phenomenoogy [2]. That work has shown that

0.016 < Yw< 0.032. (22)

Thus, what was a minimum value of yw based on liquid entrainment turns out to
be of the same order of magnitude as the maximum value based upon classical

concepts of gas-gas turbulent mixing. Furthermore, this result explains the
"ismall" yW= 0.04 required by Corner in the process of fitting his data. Of

additional significance here is the consistency of this result with the fact
that the operating conditions in a typical LPG will be above the critical

state over much of the burn time. Thus, gas-gas mixing would be expected to
apply under such conditions.

Turbulence modeling approaches range from the definition of a spa-

tially and temporally constant eddy viscosity through attempts at direct solu-
tion of the governing equations for the turbulence components that represent
the turbulent shear stress. Of this range of approaches, the most widely used
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are the algebraic models which relate the eddy viscosity to local mean flow

properties and the transport models which relate the turbulent shear stress

(or eddy viscosity) to some transportable turbulence characteristic, such as

the turbulent kinetic energy. Both of these approaches can yield accurate
results in turbulent, reacting flowfields [13] but the most general approach
(i.e., most widely applicable without changes in modeling assumptions) in-

volves the use of turbulent kinetic energy methods.

Because of the dearth of data on transient flows and the need to

establish sensitivities, a hierarchy of analyses and assumptions was employed

in the current studies. To approximate the effects of turbulence on mixing

rate, a constant eddy diffusivity was employed, while to establish the impor-
tance of model assumptions a simple locally flow-dependent turbulence model was
used. Results, discussed in detail later, show both the importance of turbu-

lence and the remarkable effect that accounting for the locally flow-dependent

nature of the turbulence can have on the cavity shape. These results clearly
support the consideration of the more general multi-equation turbulent kinetic

energy methods [13] for this problem. For example, the two-equation turbulence

model [14] has been utilized in a wide variety of applications, including

transient and multiphase flows [15]. In this approach, the turbulent momentum

transport tensor is modeled under a gradient transport assumption: the turbu-

lent shear stress is given by the product of an eddy viscosity coefficient and

the appropriate velocity gradient, e.g.,

TxY au(23)

and so on. The viscosity coefficient PTis obtained from the solution of two

additional transport equations, one for the turbulent kinetic energy k (which

represents the energy contained in the fluctuating velocity components) and a

second for the turbulence dissipation rate c. Then

1= CPp k2/c (24)

where C 11is a constant. Note that as expressed by Eq. (24), ]JT is isotropic,

i.e., attains a single value which applies to all components of the turbulent

shear stress.
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Since the units PTare mass/length x time, and a single value of i
is obtained for each velue of k 2/E:, Eq. (24) implies that there is a single

average length scale that characterizes the turbulence at each point in the
flowfield. (Note that this does not imply that one average length scale char-

acterizes the entire flowfield, however; both k and c vary with space and time.)

The two-equation model is thus a special case of a more general set of multiple

length scale models [16]. These models have been investigated with respect to

* their predictions of a variety of flows [17]. Because of the strong effect of

length scale on diffusion time, multiple-scale models are potentially valuable

for application to the modeling of chemically reacting flows. In reacting

flows scales appropriate to the chemical reaction process can, using the mul-

tiple length scale approach, be defined and tracked in conjunction with scales

appropriate to the turbulent mixing process.

Both the two-equation and multiple length scale models rest on the
eddy viscosity hypothesis embodies in Eq. (23), i.e., gradient diffusion. A
more fundamental approach is to directly predict the turbulent shear stress

through use of the Reynolds stress transport equations for each of the stress

components. While this approach avoids both the eddy viscosity assumption and

the isotropic stress assumption, each of the Reynolds stress equations con-
tains terms which must still be modeled through the judicious use of physical

assumptions, and the complete set of equations form a complex system (involving

five transport equations for a two-dimensional flow).

A simple version of the Reynolds stress modeling approach which still

retains most of the positive features of the technique is the algebraic Rey-

nolds stress model proposed by Rodi [18]. In this approach the Reynolds stress

equations are reduced, using simplifying assumptions, to three algebraic rela-

tions to be used in conjunction with differential transport equations for k and

c. In a variety of applications this approach has been shown to provide a use-

ful increase in generality relative to the two-equation model [19]. The alge-

braic stress model is, however, computationally more difficult to handle than

the basic two-equation approach.

Currently, the hierarchy contained inthe computerized LPG code in-

cludes the constant effective eddy diffusivity, a locally flow-dependent eddy

diffusion, and the two-equation formulation. The first two of these models
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have been used successfully to predict trends and to delineate the sensitivi-

ties of the LPG combustion process to turbulence.

While potentially important improvements in the description and

accuracy of turbulence modeling have been cited the critically important heat

release process must also be accurately described in order to properly sepa-

rate physical and chemical effects.

Chemistry and Chemical Kinetics

Observations ranging from fizL burning (partial oxidation) to excess-
ively rapid burning following an ignition delay period indicate that the chem-

istry and chemical kinetics of the LPG process play crucial roles in the early

phase of the combustion process. The major transitions appear to involve

decomposition followed by the generation of the final products of combustion

through a series of exothermic reactions. The initial decomposition of mono-

propellants that have been considered for LPG applications is thought to be

by dissociative vaporization. This has been likened to a "manufacturing"

process wherein lighter molecular weight compounds are formed and enter into

the reaction acting as the fuel and oxidizer during the more exothermic phase

of combustion. This type of process appears to be relevant to the description

of the combustion of aqueous solutions of liquid hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN),

and isopropylammonium nitrate (IPAN). The generic composition of this class

of propellant is given in Table 1.

TABLE I. HAN/IPAN PROPELLANT
FORMULA

NAME CHEMICAL FORMULA MASS

Hydroxylammonium
nitrate NH3OHNO3 (L) 96.048

Isopropyl amine
nitrate C3HTNH3NO3 (L) 122.129

Water H20 (L) 18.016

Klein of BRL has made a broad study of many of the features of the combustion

of this propellant. No quantitative kinetics data were obtained, but the

following observations have been made [20).
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The first reaction in the ignition sequence of LP is the decomposi-

tion of HAN, producing N2, N20, NO, NO2 and HNO3. Most of the HAN reacts be-

fore the fuel begins reacting, and it may therefore be assumed that the fuel

reacts not with HAN but rather with its decomposition products. As the reac-

tion sequence continues and the fuel becomes involved, acetic acid appears as

a product. At this point, no luminosity is evident, and the rate of gas evolu-

tion has remained modest. As the concentration of the intermediates continues

to accumulate, a threshold concentration is attained at which time a vigorous

reaction takes place, rapidly producing gases and emitting light. Analysis of

the products after the vigorous reaction involving light emission show that

only N2 , CO2 and H20 exist. These observations suggest that two overall reac-

tion steps are critical to the combustion process. The first reaction is the

decomposition of the HAN and IPAN to form acetic acid and nitric acid, the fuel

and oxidizer, respectively, for the second combustion reaction. No partially

oxidized intermediates, including nitrogen species like NO and NO2 are made by

either of these reactions. The first reaction represents the "fizz-burn" since

it is not strongly exothermic, and the second reaction represents the primary

combustion step. Reaction equations can be postulated for these two steps in

the following skeletal form.

Kl

NH3OHNO3(L) + C3H7NH3NO(L) + H20(L) -- CH3COOH + N2 + HNO3 + H20 (25)
K
2

CH3COOH + HNO3  CO2 + N2 + H20 + CO + H2  (26)

The reaction rates are represented as:

dCIPAN K C (27)

• t- K1 HAN IPAN

dCCH3COOH

dt - 2 CCH3COOHCHNO3(28)

where K = Ai T
i e T (29)
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A further delineation of intermediate reactions and species is
possible in which hydroxyl amine and isopropyl amine are the major intermediate

decomposition products. The hydroxyl amine in turn decomposes, while the iso-

propyl amine is oxidized by the nitric acid present in the system to form

acetic acid. Hydrogen is also oxidized by the nitric acid. The three decompo-

sition reactions and the isopropylamine oxidation would account for the fizz-
burn, and the acetic acid and hydrogen oxidation would represent the major

exothermic combustion reactions. Since both the very unstable hydroxamine and

very stable acetic acid are present in this system, a wide range of combustion/

pressure interactions could be represented by this reaction mechanism. For

example, the accumulation of NH 2OH followed by its rapid decomposition could

produce pressure spikes like those observed in closed chamber experiments. The
model resulting from these considerations is stated in skeletal form as follows.

NH 3OHNO 3(L) - NH20H + HNO3  (30)

NH 2OH - N2 + H2 0 + H 2  (31)

C? 7 NH 3HN03 (L) C 3H7 NH 2 + HNO 3  (32)

H 2 (L) - H20 (33)

C H NH2 + HNO3  CH3COOH + N2 + CO2 +H2 + H 0 + CO + H2  (34)

H2 + HNO 3 -H 20 + N2  (35)

CH 3COOH + HN 3 - CO 2 + N2 + H20 + CO + H2  (36)

Species like CO, NO, N20, NO, NO2 and pure oxygen, as well as OH,
O and H can be added to this system by incorporating well established elemen-

tary reactions to completion, involving steps including the wet-CO mechanism.

In a preliminary analysis of the combustion process, the application of

global kinetics was examined assuming that the chemical process is governed by a
single rate-limiting step (see Table III). While this assumption is clearly an
oversimplification, the results show that a sensitive balance can exist between

mixing due to turbulence and the rate of reaction and that quenching can occur.
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Of course, the multistep mechanism is fundamental to the study of the buildup
of intermediates with the attendant violent reaction toward completion. In
this case the coupling to the fluid mechanics through turbulence and wave dyna-

mics is critical to the understanding and control of the combustion process.

Preliminary Model Assessment

The cases selected for analysis were chosen to demonstrate the util-
ity of the current model in developing an understanding of the LPG combustion
process. In this regard legitimate concerns range from numerical inaccuracies

and efficiency to the potential for compensating effects that can be intro-
duced through the assumptions made in characterizing the physical and chemical
processes. Thus, a spectrum of model applications was selected ranging from a
comparison with a known analytic solution, the Lagrange problem, to several
examples involving LP configurations including a direct comparison with firing
data. Sensitivities to numerical grid assumptions and assumptions made for
turbulence and kinetic parameters are included in these preliminary studies.

The Lagrange ballistic problem presents an ideal vehicle for ini-
tially investigating the reasonableness of the assumptions made in developing
the governing set of equations as well as the numerical techniques employed in
their solution. The problem is one in which transient phenomena including wave
propagation and wave-boundary interactions are considered. Further, the solu-
tion regime encompasses high speed flow as well as boundary motion (simulating
the moving projectile) providing a test of the numerical scheme in the context
of a gun environment.

The Lagrange ballistic problem consists of a projectile fitted in a
perfectly smooth cylindrical chamber closed at one end. The projectile is
held fixed while an inert, hot gas at high pressure is introduced at the breech
end. The gas is assumed to behave inviscidly and the problem reduces to the
one-dimensional expansion of the contained gas as the projectile is propelled
down the gun barrel. The process is governed by rarefaction wave propagation
and the waves generated can traverse the distance between the breech and the

projectile several times depending on the length of the barrel considered.

If a constant covolume is imposed and it is further assumed that the
expansion is isentropic, an analytic solution for the flowfield and projectile
motion is possible. Love and Pidduck [21] developed such an analytic solution
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and applied it to a 150 nnm Lagrange gun. Their results t for a 150 mm gun
were compared with numerical solutions using the current LPG model. Initiali-
zation parameters for this simulation are shown in Table II. Boundary condi-
tions along the chamber wall, breech end and projectile base were assumed to
be free slip, adiabatic with no mass transport normal to the boundaries.

Three simulations were run to 5 msec starting with the same initial
and boundary conditions but differing in the solution technique employed. The

first simulation was fully explicit with time steps limited by the Courant con-
dition (At =102 msec). The second and third simulations were partially
implicit which removes the acoustic wave propagation constraint (Courant condi-
tion) and allows time steps to be chosen greater than a Courant number of
unity. Utilizing the ICE [22] option, the second simulation was run with a
time step consistent with a Courant number of 2, while the third simulation

was run at a Courant number of 4.

Figures 2 through 4 display the simulated results with Figures 2(a),
2(b) and 3(a) incorporating the analytic Love and Pidduck solution for com-
parison. Excellent agreement between the simulated and analytic solutions is
apparent in these figures. The high accuracy of the numerical solutions in-
dicates the correctness of the basic numerical approach utilized in the LPG

model for the conditions specified in this problem.

Figure 2(a) shows the breech end pressure trace as a function of
time. A discontinuity in the pressure slope at approximately 1 msec is
caused by the reflection of the rarefaction wave at the breech end. The analy-
tic solution also indicates a wave reflection at this time implying that the

correct wave speed is being predicted in the numerical solution. In Figure
2(b), the reflected rarefaction wave reaches the projectile base at 0.21 msec
as denoted by the knee in the pressure curves at this time. Some slight pres-
sure "smearing" is shown for the implicit cases pointing out some small loss
of wave resolution at the larger time steps. The associated projectile speed
is shown in Figure 3(a). A smooth rise in projectile velocity is noted with
excellent agreement between the analytic and numerical solutions. This fig-
ure also shows that large velocities are developed (61 cm/msec at 5 msec)
within the propelling gas. The presence of high flow velocities can induce

tThe authors wish to acknowledge the efforts of James Schmidt of the Ballistics
Research Laboratory who consolidated the background material on the Lagrange
ballistic problem.
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TABLE II.

GEOMETRY AND GAS PROPERTIES FOR THE

150 mm LAGRANGE GUN SIMULATIONS

CHAMBER GEOMETRY

L = 1698 cm Chamber Length

R = 7.5 cm Chamber Radius

PROJECTILE SPECIFICATION

M 5 x 104 g Projectile Mass

INITIAL FLUID CONDITIONS

P0  621.09 MPa Initial Pressure

TO = 2666.80K Initial Temperature

Po = 0.400365 g/cm
3  Initial Density

EQUATION OF STATE PARAMETERS

(y-1)pc T
P (1-p)

y = 1.222 Ratio of Specific Heats

cv = 1.53605 joules/gm-OK Specific Heat

= 1.0 cm3/g Covolume

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

av/ar = 0; u = 0 At Chamber Wall Free Slip

au/az = 0; v = 0 At Breech End Free Slip

au/az = 0; v = Vproj At Projectile Base Free Slip, Moving Boundary

3T/ar = 0; aF/ar = 0 At Chamber Wall
Projctie Bae ~Nonporous,* Adi abati c

aT/az = 0; aF/az = 0 At Breech End and Boundary
Projectile Base
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large numerical diffusion effects in first order solutions like that used

here (donor cell). However, the excellent agreement attained between the

analytic and numerical solutions points out that numerical diffusion does

not play an important role in the simulated results.

Figures 3(b) and 4 display breech end and projectile base tempera-

ture-time profiles. As noted in these figures, the adiabatic expansion of

the propelling gas has decreased the chamber temperature 5000K by 5 msec.

Of interest in Figure 4 is the small discrepancy between the implicit and

explicit situations (which, however, are still in good agreement). This

discrepancy is due to small errors in the calculation of the velocity field

which accumulate with time in the implicit solutions. While these errors

are not significant here, these results do point out the need for caution

when interpreting solution results obtained using time steps larger than

accuracy requirements dictate (see discussion on implicitization below).

The Lagrange gun simulation was felt to be an important first step

in the verification of the LPG model. The excellent agreement attained in

these solutions indicates the correctness of the basic approach and the accu-

racy of the solution technique employed. These results are however, not suf-

ficient to conclude that the model is accurate in the context of the LPG

environment. Because the LPG involves highly transient, two-dimensional,

reacting turbulent flow with strongly coupled chemical kinetics, prediction

of flame propagation and the subsequent flowfield development in the LPG

requires not only physically realistic model descriptions but also places

more exacting requirements on the numerical aspects of the solution pro-

cedure than are demanded by the ID Lagrange problem. Descriptions of the

chemistry and turbulence submodels in the previous section include both

those currently employed in the LPG code as well as future refinements

slated for incorporation into the model. Studies of the physical and chem-

ical submodels and the numerical simulation have been an ongoing feature of

the current program.

In order to establish the specific requirements for experimental

data and for further theoretical model developments, a variety of LPG config-

urations are under investigation, Figure 5. Figure 5(a) illustrates a breech

end ignition by a prechamber source and serves as the baseline calculation
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described below. Figure 5(b) displays an idealized projectile base ignition

by a source placed adjacent to the projectile base. An analysis of the con-

figuration has been carried out as a parametric study.

An actual BRL test firing was chosen as the initial test of the

model's full capabilities in the context of an LPG environment. The parti-

cular test selected corresponds to the generic description in Figure l(a) and
was made in part on the basis that a previous numerical solution was available

to augment and facilitate model comparisons [23].

Initializing data for this simulation may be found in Table III
(baseline case). Preliminary studies showed that zones on the order of a

millimeter on a side provided adequate resolution. The finite-difference
grid is-shown in Figure 6. The gun design includes a prechamber igniter which

communicates with the main chamber through an orifice of radius 0.4 cm. This

igniter was modeled as an inflow of hot gases, by imposing a flux of mass,
momentum and energy for a finite time at the start of the firing cycle. The

projectile is held fixed until the pressure along its base exceeds 20 MPa,

simulating shot start conditions. Thereafter it is allowed to move in response
to the integrated pressure impulse at its base, reduced by a friction velocity

simulating engraving and frictional forces within the gun barrel. Although

imposing some form of friction velocity is consistent with comparison to ac-
tual gun firing data, care must be taken so as not to mask important physical

phenomena associated with the initial projectile motion. For example, the

question of cavitation has been raised, and one-dimensional simulations [5]

show that the possibility of cavitation does exist. If a cavitation bubble

occurs at the base of the projectile, then rapid recompression of the vapor

can result in high temperatures, with a consequent potential for front-end
ignition. In the test cases described below, the friction velocity imposed

was of sufficient magnitude so as to suppress the tendency to cavitate. This
was intentional for the preliminary investigations; cavitation effects will

be considered in subsequent investigations.

Figure 7 displays the resultant pressure-time trace for the baseline

simulation. Included in this figure are additional curves representing an

earlier LASL calculation and the results from the associated BRL test firing
[23). Good agreement between the three curves is apparent, although some
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TABLE III

GEOMETRY AND FLUID PROPERTIES
FOR THE LPG SIMULATIONS

CHAMBER GEOMETRY

L = 10 cm Chamber Length

R = 2 cm Chamber Radius

ZONING

Projectile
Baseline Variable Viscosity Base Ignition

Ar = 0.1 cm Ar 0.1 cm Ar = 0.1 cm

Az. = 0.1 cm Az. = 0.1 cm Az. 0.1 cm

from z = 0-0.5 cm from z = 0-0.5 cm from z = 9.5-10 cm

Az = Azl(1.33)J' 5  Az. = Az (1.33)j-5 AZ_ = 1.21524

Az = AzI(0 .8826)j -I

PROJECTILE SPECIFICATION

M = 500 g Projectile Mass

C/M = 0.7 Charge-to-Mass Ratio

PS = 20 MPa Shot Start Pressure

INITIAL FLUID CONDITIONS

P0 = 0.1 MPa Initial Liquid Pressure

T = 300K Initial Liquid Temperature

P0 = 1.39 g/cm
3  Initial Liquid Density
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TABLE III (Continued)

GEOMETRY AND FLUID PROPERTIES
FOR THE LPG SIMULATIONS

EQUATION OF STATE PARAMETERS

P, c2 (pi-Po) + (yk-l)pZCv (T-T0 ) + PO

Pg = (y -l)p c vT

c = 204.21 cm/msec Liquid Sound Speed

yt 1.5 Liquid Gamma

y = 1.195 Gas Gamma

c = 2.3860 j/g-0 K Liquid Specific Heat
vi

c 1.6744 j/g-0 K Gas Specific Heat
V g

KINETIC PARAMETERS

K = cf(P/Po)(T)

c 0.00170 g/cm -msec Pre-exponential Coefficientcf

nf 1.25 Exponent

( 0 T < 5000K

0(T) T100 500 <T< 1500 K Linear Temperature Dependence

1 1500°K< T

TURBULENCE SPECIFICATION

Baseline Variable Viscosity Projectile Base Ignition

KT = 1.0 cm2/msec K T = flvK T = 1.0 cm2/msec

0.1 KT 5S1.O cm2/msec
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TABLE III (Continued)

GEOMETRY AND FLUID PROPERTIES
FOR THE LPG SIMULATIONS

IGNITION PARAMETERS

Baseline Variable Viscosity Projectile Base Ignition

Prechamber Igniter Prechamber Igniter Source Deposition

Vent of Radius 0.4 cm Vent of Radius 0.4 cm Deposition in Last Row of
Cells Within a Radius of
0.4 cm

3 37PI = 0.1 g/cm PI = 0.1 g/cm Q = 3.01 x lO7 t(O.2-t)
j/g-msec

T = 24000K TI = 24000K OtO.2 msec

)I1I = 2000 t(O.2-t) IvI= 2000 t(O.2-t)
cm/msec cm/msec

Ost50.2 msec 05t5O.2 msec

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

u = 0, v = 0 No-slip Condition at Boundaries (Except Projectile Base)

u =O, v proj No-slip Moving Boundary at Projectile Base

aF.aT -0; - 0 At Chamber Wall
r ar

Nonporous, Adiabatic
DT Fi  Boundary

= 0; - = 0 At Breech End and Projectile Base
Z 3z
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minor differences are noted, for example, in the position in time of the first

pressure peak. However, the general structures of the curves are similar, and

the pressure magnitudes fall closely together for all three curves. For pur-

poses of discussion, the pressure-time trace may be divided into three phases.

The first phase, 0-0.2 msec, will be referred to as the ignition phase and

in the calculations is dominated by the structure of the ignition model.

Variations between the two numerical simulations in this region are attribut-

able to differences in the initializinq assumptions. For example, differences

in zoning exist between the two models. The LASL simulation employed constant

zoning with spatial increments of 0.? cm in the radial and 0.4 cm in the axial

direction, while the present model utilizes a variable grid, initially 0.1 cm

and expanding in the axial direction (Figure 6). Sensitivity studies per-

formed with the current LPG model showed that this zoning was too coarse for

accurate resolution of the early time behavior.

At the end of the first phase of the firing cycle sufficient energy

has been deposited in the liquid propellant to raise its temperature and pres-

sure well above the combustion threshold, and a well-defined flame front forms

and moves out rapidly into the liquid. The consumption of the liquid propel-

lant is reflected in the rapid pressure rise during the second phase, 0.2 -

0.33 msec. This second phase encompasses flame prop~'gation not only axially

down the chamber but radially out to the chamber wall. The impingement of

the flame on the wall coincides with the first sharp peak in pressure (0.33

msec). The correlation of this first peak in pressure with wall flame contact

is one possible explanation of the peak also noted in the test firing. The

third phase, 0.33 - 0.6 msec, encompasses the time of flame propagation

down the combustion chamber until burnout is achieved. Analysis of the flame

interface (as is discussed below, for example see Figure 9(b)) during this

period indicates that the flam e front, which is initially highly curved,

becomes more and more planar as the flame front moves down the chamber. This

lack of curvature in the flame front is shown later to be due at least in part

to the sepcification of a constant eddy diffusivity and may additionally be

influenced by the coarser zoning employed near the projectile base.

As noted in Figure 7, good agreement between the simulated and exper-

imental results has been achieved. However, while it is important to accurately

predict pressure-time traces, the replication of these experimental test data
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does not assure that the detailed thermal and fluid mechanical processes
occurring within the combustion chamber are necessarily properly character-
ized. As an aid to understanding the details of the flow structure, these
processes may be visualized via contour and velocity vector plots at speci-
fied times during the firing cycle. Figures 8 through 10 display the detailed

flowfield results for the baseline simulation at 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 msec. In
each case, Figures (a) represent contour plots of pressure distribution with-
in the combustion chamber, while Figures (b) display chamber isotherm lines,
and Figures (c) show the resultant fluid motion via velocity vector plots.
The velocity vector plots were generated using a minimum velocity cut-off
specified to be 15% of the maximum velocity at each specified time. Those
velocities below the cut-off limit are represented in these plots by a dot
rather than an arrow.

Figure 8 displays pressure, temperature, and velocity results at

the time of ignition cut-off (0.2 msec). Figure 8(a) shows the pressure dis-
tribution within the chamber at rather coarse contour intervals. At these
coarse intervals the pressure profiles are shown to be nearly planar. This of
course will not be true in the ignition region as indirectly shown in the
velocity vector plot, Figure 8(c). The figure does, however, indicate the
increase in pressure throughout the chamber at this time. While the figure

represents only a snapshot of the pressure distribution, it is apparent that
compression waves are being generated as the gas cavity expands and is re-
flected in the fall-off in pressure with axial distance from the breech end.
It should also be noted that the acoustic wave propagation speed in the liquid
propellant is on the order of 200 cm/msec which translates to a wave traverse
time of 0.05 msec based on a chamber length of 10 cm.

Figure 8(b) shows the development of the temperature field at 0.2

msec. The formation of a slightly ellipsoidal gas cavity can be seen in
this figure with peak gas temperature on the order of 20500K. In this figure,
as well as all isotherm plots to follow, the pure liquid/gas interface coin-
cides approximately with the 5500 isotherm. Thus, this isotherm may be used
to trace the development of the gas cavity. In Figure 8(b) the position of
the 5500 Kisotherm indicates that the gas cavity extends approximately 1.5 cm
in the axial direction with a maximum extent in the radial direction of approx-
imately 1.1 cm. The slower growth in the radial direction is due to the close
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proximity of the chamber wall . Finally, the peak temperatures shown in this

figure are somewhat lower than the equilibrium temperature of 23420K obtained
in constant volume bomb simulations using the same chemistry model and reflects

the expansion of the gas due to slight liquid compression and the motion of the

projectile.

Figure 8(c) shows the resultant fluid motion at this time. As noted

in this figure, maximum velocities are obtained at the liquid/gas interface

and are directed normal to the interface. The gas motion within the cavity

reflects the slightly ellipsoidal shape of the gas cavity. Flow outside the

cavity region is directed axially toward the projectile peaking along the

axis and falling off toward the wall as a wall boundary layer is developed.
At this early time the cavity interface is moving at a substantially higher

speed than the projectile as reflected by the lack of velocity vectors at the
projectile base (the projectile velocity is less than 15% of the maximum flow
velocity). Finally, it should be noted that the flow nearest the projectile

has a slight radial motion as a result of the viscous nature of the fluid.

Figure 9 displays the pressure, temperature and velocity fields at

0.4 msec. The simple pressure profiles shown in Figure 8(a) have now been
replaced by a rather complex pressure field at 0.4 msec (Figure 9(a)). While

Figure 8(a) had indicated a relatively one-dimensional pressure field, Figure
9(a) shows the two-dimensionality which becomes apparent at later times.

While this figure is again a snapshot in time, it is apparent that complex

wave interactions are taking place with relative maximums occurring at several

locations within the field. Comparison of this figure with the velocity re-

sults shown in Figure 9(c) tends to indicate that a compression wave train of

sufficient magnitude to cause flow reversal in certain regions of the flowfield

is propagating towards the breech end. Overall pressures as shown here are

considerably higher than those found at the earlier time and coincide approx-

imately with peak pressures as indicated in Figure 7. Finally, the spatial

variations shown in the pressure field at 0.4 msec tend to explain the oscil-

lations about the mean pressure as shown in Figure 7 as well as many experi-

mental pressure-time traces.

Figure 9(b) displays isotherm lines in the chamber at this time. The

gas cavity is now seen to occupy a substantial portion of the chamber with the

flame front extending to the chamber wall. Here, as in the previous tempera-

ture plot, the 5500K isotherm line defines the boundary between the pure liquid
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and the gas cavity. The burnout to the wall which is shown here (but which

is not borne out in experimentl1 data) is principally the result of the use

ofaconstant eddy viscosity assumption, as will be shown later in this dis-

cussion. Finally, peak temperatures are lower than those indicated earlier,

which reflects further gas expansion due to the motion of the projectile.

The velocity vector plot for 0.4 msec, Figure 9(c), shows that the

location of the peak fluid motion remains at the flame front with the gas

cavity continuing to overtake the projectile. Motion behind the leading edge

of the cavity is diminished with flow reversal noted further back in the cav-

ity region. This flow reversal is caused by opposing compression waves. The

exact cause of the variation in flow direction in this reversal region is dif-

ficult to determine from analysis of this one instant in time, but appears to

be caused in part by interactions of the wave with the wall. Ahead of the

interface the flow is nearly planar with some boundary layer influences appar-

ent near the chamber wall where a tendency toward vortical motion can be

noted. Finally, the projectile base is shown in this figure to have advanced

1.42 cm with the projectile having attained a velocity of 16 cm/msec.

The final set of plots to be considered for the baseline simulation

are shown in Figure 10. Figure 10(a) presents the pressure distribution with-

in the chamber at 0.6 msec. The liquid propellant has been totally consumed

by this time and the drop in peak pressure is a reflection of the pure expan-

sion process now taking place. The curvature of the isobars in this figure

is due to the viscous nature of the fluid. Figure 10(c) shows that the bound-

ary layer thickness grows from the projectile base towards the breech end.

This thickening boundary layer is reflected in the increase in curvature of

the pressure isobars in this direction. The decrease in pressure at the cham-

ber wall is a consequence of the mass deficit which develops along the wall due

to the motion of the projectile which must be made up by a radial flow from the

core region toward the wall. The effects of viscosity are repeated in the iso-

therm plot shown in Figure 10(b). The total energy is relatively constant

throughout a chamber cross-section while the flow as shown in Figure 10(c)

attains a maximum at the cylinder axis and decreases to zero at the wall. Thus,

isotherm lines will dip and reach a minimum at the axis with a corresponding

maximum at the chamber wall. The motion within the fluid at this time is influ-

enced mostly by rarefaction rather than compression waves and the resultant flow
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is shown in Figure 10(c). As was noted earlier, some tendency toward radial

flow is noted near the projectile base with a tendency towards vortical mo-

tion exhibited along the chamber wall. The projectile acceleration over

this 0.2 msec time period is shown to have increased dramatically with the

projectile having moved 7.75 cm down the barrel, attaining a velocity of

45 cm/msec.

The baseline simulation is a clear indication of the utility of the

LPG model developed during the course of this investigation. As has been

shown here, good agreement is obtained for pressure-time trace data as com-

pared with experimental measurements. The results of the baseline simulation,

while encouraging, have also raised some interesting questions. For example,

an indication of deficiencies in the current calculation lies in the fact

that while good pressure-time trace comparisons were shown, relatively flat

flame fronts are predicted. This is in contradiction to X-ray photographs

and other indirect evidence which indicates that an annulus of propellant

remains to burn out last. An investigation of this observation was under-

taken to help understand how the coupling of the fluid dynamics and chemis-

try affects the detailed flame structure.

To assess the influence of turbulent mixing assumptions on the

shape of the flame front, a simple, but more realistic, variable eddy vis-

cosity prescription was implemented to replace the constant eddy viscosity

assumption employed in the baseline simulation. The variable eddy viscosity

prescription is based on a simplification of the Prandtl mixing length model,

in which the local eddy viscosity is made dependent only upon the local flow

speed. This variable eddy viscosity is defined so as to have roughly the

same average value as the constant viscosity used in the baseline simulation.

With the exception of the eddy viscosity, all other parameters remained the

same as those used in the baseline simulation.

An isotherm plot at 0.4 msec for this simulation is shown in Fig-

ure 11 in comparison with the 0.4 msec isotherm plot for the baseline case.

Strikingly different profile shapes can be observed. First, and most notable

is the fact that the flame front does not reach the chamber wall in the vari-

able eddy viscosity simulation. (The 550K isotherm has been highlighted here

to accentuate the liquid/gas interface.) Second, cavity growth along the ax-

ial direction has been retarded with the leading edge not quite extending
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halfway down the chamber. Third, a pocket of residual liquid propellant re-

mains near the breech-wall corner where flow speeds are a minimum. The pre-

sence of a liquid annulus and the occurrence of a fluid pocket about the

breech end chamber wall have been noted in experimental firings. The fact

that the model is able to predict these phenomena with a more physically cor-

rect turbulence prescription is a promising step in the modeling development

effort directed towards a more accurate treatment of the turbulent mixing

process. Caution, however, must be interjected at this point. It would not

be proper to assume that this simple turbulence prescription is sufficient

for an accurate description of the mixing process at the flame interface and

the subsequent flame propagation. Further quantification of the parameters

governing mixing at the interface is needed as well as additional development

of the modeling of the highly coupled chemical processes taking place. This

need for additional model refinement is shown by the results displayed in

Figures 12 and 13. These results include both baseline and variable viscos-

ity breech end ignition cases and also computations, to be discussed below,

of a projectile base ignition case. Substantially different pressure-time

traces result from the breech-end ignition variable viscosity simulation,

when compared with the results of the baseline case. Although the baseline

pressure trace data agreed well with the experimental test data, the corre-

sponding pressure trace data showed marked differences with experimental

results. This lack of agreement between the two simulations points out that,

while it is necessary for pressure-time traces to agree with experimental

data, this agreement is not sufficient to conclude that the predicted flow

within the combustion chamber corresponds to that which is occurring in actual

gun firings.

To conclude the preliminary model assessment, it is appropriate to

consider a simulation in which an entirely different flow pattern is gener-

ated. For this purpose it was decided to investigate an LPG firing in which

a projectile base igniter was used. Problem parameters remained identical

to those used in the baseline simulation with the exception of two modifi-

cations. The axial variation in zone size was reversed from that employed

in the baseline simulation, and ignition at the projectile was treated by

a source deposition along the first row of zones adjacent to the base and

extending radially outward 0.4 cm. Total energy deposited within this re-

gion was chosen to agree with that used in the baseline simulation and the
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same parabolic time profile for source deposition was imposed. Time history

comparisons of this simulation with the baseline case are shown in Figures 12I and 13 and the associated details of the flowfield at 0.4 msec are shown in
Figure 14.

Figures 12 and 13 display time traces of the pressure at three loca-

tions along the chamber as well as a projectile velocity history. Referring
to Figures 12(a) and 13(a), it is apparent that the projectile base trace for
the projectile base ignition [Figure 13(a)] has the same qualitative shape as

the breech end trace for the breech end ignition [Figure 12(a)]. However,
some quantitative differences are apparent. For example, peak pressures for
the projectile base ignition [Figure 13(a)] are substantially lower than
those shown in Figure 12(a) for the breech end ignition. Further, the first
pressure peak occurs later in time for the projectile base ignition case than
for the baseline simulation. These differences are due to the motion of the
projectile which acts to relieve the pressure build-up within the ignition
region, retarding the advance of the flame front because of the reduced rate

* of reaction at the lower pressure levels. The lower pressures exhibited in
* the projectile base ignition simulation directly affect the advancement of

the projectile and lower projectile speeds are noted in Figure 13(b).

The existence of lower pressures within the chamber is further
demonstrated in the 0.4 msec isobar plot shown in Figure 14(a). Here peak
pressures are on the order of 600 MPa, which may be compared with peak pres-
sures of 700 MPa as shown in Figure 9(a) for the baseline simulation. Again
the isobar plot indicates a highly two-dimensional flow with pressure maxi-
mums occurring off-axis near the flame front. These pressure peaks appear to
be the result of the interaction of an incident pressure wave with the liquid/
gas interface. Variations in both flow direction and magnitude occur within
this region as shown in Figure 14(c). Figure 14(b) displays the distribution
of temperature at this same time. Again the 5500 Kisotherm may be used to
delineate the liquid gas interface. As was shown previously for the baseline
simulation, burn-through to the wall has occurred, although slightly more
cavity curvature is apparent here when compared with the baseline simulation,
Figure 9(b). In addition, the flame front progression down the barrel is re-

tarded from that which was shown in the baseline case. Again this is due to
the more direct relief of pressure buildup through the motion of the projec-
tile that occurs since inertia of the liquid does not have to be overcome.
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Figure 9(c) displays the flowfield for this case at 0.4 msec. Within the gas

cavity the flow is directed toward the projectile while near the liquid/gas

interface the flow is seen to reverse as the liquid ahead of the flame front

is displaced towards the breech end. This breech end flow is rapidly reduced

due to the nearly incompressible nature of the liquid while some vortical mo-

tion of the fluid is noted near the projectile at the chamber walls. A con-

sequence of this time-dependent, non-uniform flow is the development of large

shear and pressure forces in the neighborhood of the liquid/gas interface.

These predicted results quantify the potential importance of droplet forma-

tion due to the disruption of the liquid/gas interface caused by these forces.

In order to provide some additional insight relative to the effects

of droplet formation on the combustion process a study was undertaken to

include droplet processes within the current theoretical framework. Equa-

tions 10 - 12 and 15 with the boundary conditions given in Table III were

used. The rate of droplet generation was taken to be proportional to the

velocity difference across the liquid/gas interface, which is consistent

with the Helmholtz relationship, Eq. 21. The rate of droplet consumption was

assumed proportional to the drop surface area. Dynamic equilibrium for

both convective and turbulent transport of the droplets was also assumed.

The formulation was implemented for parametric studies on the effect of

droplet size. Figure 15 shows that the generation of 10 lim drops can signi-

ficantly increase the rate of pressure rise relative to the case with no drops

present. A higher peak pressure and larger amplitude oscillations are also

observed with drops present. Figure 16 shows that the gas density and drop

size distribution is radially non-uniform with the bulk of the droplets

concentrated near the gas-liquid interface. Since the transport of drops

by turbulence as well as by convection is taken into account, these results

indicate that the drops are rapidly consumed giving rise to the steep pres-

sure-time trace shown in Figure 15. Excessively steep pressure rises have

been observed in experimental gun firings. While the research conducted to

date indicates that vapor phase chemical kinetics and homogeneous mixing

rates account, at least in part, for this behavior, these studies illustrate

that droplet formation and consumption should also be considered in more de-

tail. This should include dynamic and thermal non-equilibrium in the charac-

terization of the spray dynamics. In addition, drop size distribution effects

should be included to properly describe the sensitivity of drop consumption to

the drop size.
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Conclusions

A model framework to treat transient multiphase reacting flow of the
type encountered in liquid propellant guns has been developed.

A preliminary applications of the model to a 1D transient gas gun,

the Lagrange problem, and to several configurations of the 2D LPG problem

have shown the following:

0 The present model and the attendant numerical solution of the

model equations reproduce an analytic solution for the Lagrange

problem. While a favorable comparison with a flow having an ana-
lytic solution is necessary, it is cautioned that this does not

constitute validation particularly for the far more complex flow-
field encountered in the LPG where several characteristic length
and time scales are encountered.

* Application of the model to LPG configurations shows that depending

upon the respective rates of turbulent transport and chemical reac-

tion, the combustion process can quench or occur at extremely high
rates. Sensitivity to both mixing and kinetic rates is demonstrated

by these predictions.

* A favorable comparison between predictions and data from a test
firing has been obtained. The data comprised a pressure-time his-

tory while the predictions included a full description of the
flowfield.

* The potential importance of drop formation, transport, and consump-
tion has been shown by comparing LPG combustion for direct liquid-

to-gas conversion with droplet formation and consumption. More

rapid burning and larger pressure oscillations are predicted with

droplet combustion.

Analysis of predicted flowfield details shows a relatively flat
predicted flame zone leaving no annulus of unburnt propellant prior to com-

plete propellant burnout. This prediction is contrary to X-ray photographs
that do show an annulus of propellant. However, calculations made with a

more realistic locally flow dependent eddy diffusivity showed that this

assumption, while degrading the pressure-time comparison with data, dramat-
ically changed the computed shape of the flame front and produced a cavity
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with an annulus of propellant. This result demonstrates the need to be

cautious in the interpretation of model predictions based on a single com-

parison using pressure data alone. While agreement with measured pressure

is necessary, it is not sufficient to guarantee that other potentially crit-

ical details are adequately characterized.

These results indicate that in addition to pressure measurements,

visual information is extremely valuable in providing semi-quantitative data

on the structure of the combustion process. Ultimately, quantitative measure-

ments in this extremely hostile environment would be invaluable.
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